Scholars Trust represents the shared print journal archives of the Association of Southeastern Research Libraries (ASERL) and the Washington Research Library Consortium (WRLC). The combined title list exceeds 8,000 journal titles and more than 300,000 volumes, making the Scholars Trust archive one of the largest print journal repositories in the United States.

Additionally, WRLC and ASERL libraries have agreed to extend reciprocal priority Inter-Library Loan (ILL) services across the group. WRLC partner libraries operate under a Shared Copy Policy for journals transferred to the WRLC Shared Collections Facility. This means in effect that any given journal run may be made up of copies from multiple depositing libraries; the shared copy is the first copy of the specific volume deposited.

www.scholarstrust.org | www.scholarstrust.us

Participating ASERL libraries and the number of titles contributed (just under 4600 titles):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Titles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auburn</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clemson</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke</td>
<td>842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Carolina</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emory</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
<td>538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana State</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi State</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC State</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-Alabama</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-Florida</td>
<td>985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-Kentucky</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-Louisville</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-Memphis</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-Mississippi</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNC Chapel Hill</td>
<td>546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNC Greensboro</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-Tennessee</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-Virginia</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Commonwealth</td>
<td>(148)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Tech</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake Forest</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William &amp; Mary</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Program Highlights -

- The ASERL retained title list (Excel) has been migrated to the Journal Retention and Needs List (JRNL) Gap-filler Software, housed at the University of Florida. For more information regarding JRNL, a recording of the webinar - “Managing your J-Retain Titles in Journal Retention and Needs List (JRNL) Software” from October 18, 2013 is available on the ASERL website at www.aserl.org/archive. A Libguide is also available at http://guides.uflib.ufl.edu/JRNL. WRLC is currently investigating options for extracting data on their shared journal holdings for inclusion into JRNL.

- **Subject Designations**: LC Class headings have been added to the ASERL title list and processes are under development to incorporate subject designations into JRNL.
• **Assigning Mock ISSN:** To accommodate the large number of contributed titles that have yet to be assigned an ISSN, the application of a mock ISSN is currently under review. The mock number, in the ISSN form, would conclude in a character other than X (X is the only legitimate non-numeric final character in a real ISSN) and would be replaced by the actual ISSN when one is assigned. The ISSN is a required element in JRNL.

• **A publicly-accessible list of titles** retained under this agreement is maintained on the ASERL website so others can easily access the information. [http://www.aserl.org/programs/j,retain/](http://www.aserl.org/programs/j,retain/).

### Next Steps
- A small committee comprised of representatives from ASERL, WRLC and the Academic Repository program (FLARE) will be established to provide general oversight and guidance to the ongoing development and implementation processes for the JRNL database.
- A temporary staff member will be hired by WRLC to compile a list of WRLC's shared journal holdings for inclusion into the JRNL archive.
- **“Show and tell” Webinars** – a series of Show and Tell webinars are being planned to help participating libraries learn more about the collections/facilities of their colleagues in Scholars Trust. The first session will be held **April 2, 2014 at 2PM**, featuring the collections of FLARE and Wake Forest University.

### Focused retention initiatives –
- **Ag Journals** – Land Grant Institutions.
- **Other well-described (and space-consuming) sets** – a list of approximately 44 titles have been identified for retention by six of the participating ASERL institutions. Representative titles include Chem Abs, Thomas Register, NUC, and NYT Index.
- **Monographs retention** – a pilot program focused toward either legacy print monographs or prospective collections is currently under discussion. A model has not yet been determined. WRLC is undertaking an analysis of its circulating monograph collection with Sustainable Collections Services. The WRLC holdings will be compared to ASERL holdings as part of this process which may help identify specific areas for collaboration.

### ASERL Contact:
Cheryle Cole-Bennett  
Program Coordinator  
**Association of Southeastern Research Libraries**  
Telephone: 919-912-9486  
[Ccole-bennett@aserl.org](mailto:Ccole-bennett@aserl.org)

### WRLC Contact:
Bruce Hulse  
Director of Information Services  
**Washington Research Library Consortium**  
Telephone: 301-390-2033  
[hulse@wrlc.org](mailto:hulse@wrlc.org)
Update on Committee on Institutional Cooperation’s Shared Print Repository (CIC-SPR)

January 2014

The CIC-SPR is a centralized print repository serving fifteen member institutions. A program of the Committee on Institutional Cooperation's Center for Library Initiatives, the CIC-SPR is committed to providing print access to a shared collection of journal backfile volumes. The first phase of this initiative is now underway, with plans for securing some 250,000 volumes over five years.

The CIC-SPR stores collocated, shared print volumes supplied by member libraries in a centralized storage facility. The collection includes a single print copy of widely held, seldom-used print volumes, with access assured to CIC members and their campus affiliates. Libraries retain ownership of all items supplied to the joint collection, ensuring long-term stability and collaboration. More information, including policies and recent updates, can be found at www.cic.net/projects/library/shared-print-repository/.

Recent Activities

- Currently some 85,000 journal backfile volumes are secured in the high-density storage facility at Indiana University. The collection is expected to reach 100,000 volumes late this spring.
- Current collection development focuses on print volumes of widely held, digitally available science journals—primarily Elsevier, Wiley, and Springer to date.
- A pilot is in place to fill missing gap volumes in supplied holdings.
- The OCLC symbol “IULSP” is used to denote holdings in this location.
- Technical specifications and journal lending policies have been approved and posted on the SPR website.
- Access and discovery guidelines have been drafted, and will be posted in upcoming months.
- Issues under current consideration include identifying and locating missing volumes; identifying next content and viable suppliers; and developing best practices to support libraries' local withdrawal decisions in relation to the shared collection.

For more information please contact Rebecca Crist at rcrist@staff.cic.net.
January 2014

Update on Florida Academic Repository (FLARE), the statewide shared academic print collection

The Florida Academic REpository (FLARE) is the statewide shared collection of low use print materials from academic libraries in Florida. By establishing this centrally housed collection, the Council of State University Libraries (CSUL) provides new options for sharing the costs and effort of long term retention of low use library materials. Under the FLARE memorandum of understanding, the materials designated under this agreement will be retained and made available as long as the need for them exists, thereby allowing participants to consider withdrawing duplicates of these items from their campus collections and to rely with confidence on access to the centrally retained copies. Eventually FLARE will be housed in an environmentally controlled, carefully inventoried and secure high density facility (HDF) located in Gainesville, operated by the George A. Smathers Libraries at the University of Florida (UF) on behalf of the participating libraries. Until construction is complete, FLARE will be housed in a leased Interim Library Facility (ILF) and in the UF Libraries Auxiliary Library Facility (ALF), both of which support appropriate environmental and security conditions. In addition to the libraries in the 11 State Universities and the University of Miami, partners in FLARE will include libraries of the Independent Colleges and Universities of Florida and the Florida College System.

FLARE Activities:

- Separate instance of the FLARE catalog developed in Ex Libris, searchable through the statewide union catalog (MANGO), available at [http://union.catalog.fcla.edu/ux.jsp?S=0241390488701332](http://union.catalog.fcla.edu/ux.jsp?S=0241390488701332)
- 332,333 items cataloged in that system and available to partners
- 100% completion of the ingest of University of Miami records (145,000 items) to FLARE
- 100% completion of the review of 117,490 duplicate volumes (47,667 titles)
  - 40,259 withdrawn and donated
  - 6,094 digitized
  - 46,295 trayed and added to FLARE
- New OCLC symbol established (FLARE) and batch uploads in process
- Approval for HDF-style shelving (12-15 feet high) at the Interim Library Facility (ILF), estimated install April 2014
- Visits from partners
  - University of Central Florida
  - Florida State University
  - Florida Virtual Campus
  - State University System of Florida Board of Governors
• 4,152 titles loaded into JRNL from ASERL partners
• JRNL Oversight Committee (ASERL) established for broader participation in ongoing development
• JRNL Conference call with WEST representative to discuss JRNL specs
• Created a LibGuide for JRNL (http://guides.uflib.ufl.edu/content.php?pid=398425)
• The State University System of Florida Board of Governors approved a request for $20.4M for 2014-15 and $3M for 2015-16 for a total of $23.4M for the Joint-use Library Storage Facility.
  o The amended legislative budget request has been submitted to the Legislative Appropriations Committees for their consideration in the next few months. The legislature plans to put a budget on the floor of the House and Senate for adoption in the 4th or 5th week of March
  o If it passes the legislature and is approved by the governor, construction would begin in July or August and the facility would be completed, including loading the FLARE shared collection, 15 to 18 months later.
• Full text of policies addressing collection materials and environment, physical and intellectual access, and operating cost assessments is available at http://csul.net.node/774.

Contact: Judith C. (Judy) Russell Ben Walker
Dean of University Libraries Head, Shared Collections & Conservation
University of Florida University of Florida
jcrussell@ufl.edu bfwalker@ufl.edu
Retention policy development
The Project Team and Collection Development Committee decided that some fine-tuning of the lists of Committed To Retain (CTR) titles was required to correct mistakes/anomalies and reverse commitments on publishers of outdated and superseded textbooks, manuals, test preparation guides, travel guides, and some paperback versions of popular fiction. The partner libraries wanted the freedom to deaccession these titles in the future. Partner libraries recognized that when making retention decisions at scale there are going to be titles which, if title by title reviews were conducted, would probably not receive a CTR.

Since the fall, MSCS have been analyzing titles held by 3 or more MSCS libraries. Across the group MSCS will retain:

- One title-holding for each Commit To Retain (CTR) title-set with 0-3 uses
- Two title-holdings for each CTR title-set with 4 or more uses.
- Two title-holdings of all local protected category title-sets.
- All title-holdings where the specific edition is held in nine or fewer libraries in the U.S. (according to OCLC).
- All special collections/archives copies and at least one accompanying circulating copy.

The MSCS Collection Development Committee have now completed analyzing print monographs. MSCS institutions have CTR approximately 1,000,000 title-holdings in the first step of analysis (1-2 MSCS holdings). The exact figure for how many titles MSCS will CTR in step two (3 or more MSCS holdings) of the analysis is still unknown because SCS are currently running the criteria agreed at the January Collection Development Committee meeting, but it is likely to be around 300,000 title-holdings.

Allocating retention responsibility
Having decided how many CTR title-holdings will be retained, the Collection Development Committee worked with SCS on rules for retention responsibility. The Committee debated a number potential allocation factors, including: the disparity in partner loan periods, subject strengths, Colby’s extra storage space, and the State Library’s desire to CTR all local protected category titles. MSCS have now agreed on the following allocation rules:

- **RULE 1.** If Colby holds a title, it will be marked Commit-to-Retain (CTR).
- **RULE 2.** If a title is held by any of the Colby, Bates and Bowdoin College Libraries then at least one of these libraries must have their holding marked Commit-to-Retain (CTR). If Colby holds and is marked CTR per rule 1 then this rule will be satisfied.
- **RULE 3.** Given that Rules 1 & 2 are satisfied, the remaining Commit-to-Retain (CTR) allocations will be done in an “equitable” fashion, where equity is defined as maintaining a constant ratio of CTR allocations to not commitment to retain allocations among libraries (which is equivalent to a constant ratio of retention commitments to in-scope titles).
- **RULE 4.** ALL Maine State Library’s local protected title-holdings are marked CTR.
The Collection Development Committee decided that subject rules would overcomplicate the allocation process; instead the Committee will use subject strengths as a factor when looking at collection building opportunities which is one of the issues MSCS will now move on to addressing.

**Analyzing: journal/serial/series titles**

MSCS has also been analyzing journal/serial/series titles. As with monographs, the focus is on retention and preservation of material. However, MSCS also does not wish to duplicate existing preservation efforts of repositories such as Portico. The Directors’ Council also wanted to ensure that MSCS libraries did not make blanket commitments without first looking title-by-title at what the libraries would be expected to retain. Unlike monographs, this is possible because of the small amount of titles that are in-scope.

SCS have only been assisting MSCS with the analysis of monographs, so MSCS have been working with their contracted systems librarian to pull serial and journal data. The systems librarian extracted anything coded as a serial in the catalog based on a combination of MARC fields. The varying local cataloging practices mean that MSCS are not only analyzing journals and serials, but also monograph series. The Committee agreed that titles that had been excluded from the monograph collection analysis should be included in the journal/serial analysis to ensure they didn’t ‘fall between the cracks’ of what is considered a journal and monograph.

Titles held in Portico, JSTOR, Proquest databases (American Periodicals, British Periodicals & Periodical Archives Online), and American Antiquarian Society Historical Periodicals 1-5 were taken out of consideration for retention. Additionally, the systems librarian compared the remaining titles with OCLC WorldCat holdings to pull out for review titles where there are less than 50 holding libraries in OCLC WorldCat. The Committee decided that they wanted to look separately at titles that fell into the local protected categories (as developed for print monographs). The Collection Development Committee have been provided with lists of titles that fall into the ‘not in vendor sets and less than 50 OCLC holdings’ and ‘local protected’ categories and are finalizing which titles should receive a CTR. The Committee has been investigating opportunities for making group level retention decisions where there is holding overlap.

**Documenting retention decisions**

As of January 2014, MSCS have added retention statements to just over a million title-holdings in the local systems of partner libraries in the item MARC fields 561, 583, and 852.

In November 2013, MSCS submitted a batch loading request to OCLC for loading retention commitments into Local Holding Records for titles designated as shared print. MSCS are still waiting for OCLC to process this request, but have been informed it could take 90 days.

MSCS have encountered issues with the display and transfer of 583 to the central union catalog, MaineCat. In May, the system vendor, Innovative Interfaces, Inc. confirmed that they would fix the issues as part of their planned 2014 enhancements. As a short-term work-around, MSCS will use the OCLC WorldCat API and JavaScript to perform a check of OCLC and display when an item is in shared print, which seems to solve the issue of non-transfer from local catalogs.

The disclosure of retention commitments for journals and serials will be a more manual process, as holdings will need to be individually encoded for those titles that do not already have closed holdings in the record.

The Center for Research Libraries (CRL) have added MSCS to their Print Archives Preservation Registration (PAPR) directory of shared print projects and MSCS have been put on the waiting list to add holding information for CTR journals and serials.

The MSCS systems librarian has begun documenting the process for adding and removing retention commitments,
so in the future libraries can complete the process themselves. Some partners already want to proactively make retention commitments for certain titles they haven’t been assigned a CTR for example, new acquisitions.

**Ebook-On-Demand and Print-On-Demand services**

The MSCS systems librarian is near to completing the load of 1.3 million MARC records for the HathiTrust public domain titles into the MaineCat union catalog and including links to a viewable/downloadable (depending on rights restrictions) copy in the HathiTrust. Google Books links (where available) will allow users to fully download Google-digitized titles that can only be downloaded in HathiTrust from HathiTrust one page at a time. In addition users can also request a printed copy. MSCS is currently testing the Print-On-Demand (POD) service to evaluate the demand and develop an ongoing business model. MSCS are using Google Analytics to track outbound link events in records.

**HathiTrust partnership efforts**

In May 2013, MSCS libraries agreed to become a consortial partner of the HathiTrust. However, HathiTrust’s legal counsel had issues with the fact that the consortium was not a legal entity with one counsel and one insurance. MSCS tried to address their concerns by having Maine InfoNet (which is a legal entity) sign the agreement on behalf of the consortium. However, in July 2013 HathiTrust informed MSCS that they were not willing to accept the group as a consortium partner with single holdings. HathiTrust would accept MSCC as a consortium in name, but libraries would pay individually (at a significantly higher cost) and not have Section 108 and print disability access to each other’s materials. HathiTrust’s authentication requirements for individual members meant that the public libraries and the Maine State Library were not able to join. In August 2013, the University of Maine and Colby College agreed to become individual members. In October 2013, Colby College went live as a HathiTrust partner. The University of Maine is close to becoming a partner, after experiencing delays in implementing Shibboleth.

**Business model**

Beyond the grant period, the Maine Shared Collection Strategy will be known as the Maine Shared Collection Cooperative (MSCC). The MSCC Memorandum Of Understanding has been signed by an institutional representative, for example a Board of Trustees or Provost, at all of the MSCS partners.

The Project Team are working on plans for the sustainability of MSCC beyond the grant period and recruiting other libraries to join. Specifically: governance structure, staffing, timeframe for extending membership, membership requirements, collection analysis, and ongoing retention commitment disclosure. MSCS will be circulating to Maine libraries a survey on their storage needs.

**Grant extension**

IMLS approved MSCS’s grant no-cost grant extension; the official end date of MSCS is now May 31, 2015.

**National shared print event**

MSCS will use the wrap up of the grant as an opportunity to organize a national shared print event to use the experiences of MSCS and other involved in shared print as a building block for future work. The Center for Research Libraries (CRL) have agreed to co-sponsor the event, which will follow the PAN forum at the 2014 ALA Annual Conference in Las Vegas. See [http://www.maineinfonet.net/mscs/ala2014/](http://www.maineinfonet.net/mscs/ala2014/).
Cooperative Print Collections Report
For PAN -- January 23, 2014

PALCI members established a distributed print serials archive in 2009, covering journals from the American Chemical Society, American Institute of Physics, and the American Physical Society. A total of 13 member libraries committed to retaining the archival copies, ensuring they are preserved for future use, on behalf of the entire PALCI membership. The initial period of the retention commitment is 10 years. We are scheduled to complete a midpoint review to adjust or update the original commitment by the end of 2014. The holdings for these commitments are registered in CRL/PAPR, and hopefully will be in OCLC soon.

At the same time, PALCI has initiated an additional print serials archive project for the American Psychological Association journals. The holding member libraries and the agreements are expected to be in place by the end of February, 2014.

Future projects currently under discussion include:

- Additional print serials archives
- Reference sets and annuals
- Regional/local newspapers
- Sharing weeding and retention policies across the membership
- Analysis of PALCI member holdings to identify uniquely or scarcely held monographs

PALCI is also exploring possible collaborative opportunities with other groups and funding sources, notably the Northeast Regional Library Print Management Planning Project.

The current PALCI Cooperative Print Collections Committee (CPCC) members are:

Christy Roysdon, Lehigh University (Chair)                Alice Lubrecht, State Library of Pennsylvania
Eric Pumroy, Bryn Mawr College                           Martha Brogan, University of Pennsylvania
Jill Ausel, Chatham College                                Sharon Wiles-Young, Lehigh University
Rebecca Stuhr, University of Pennsylvania                 Peggy Seiden, Swarthmore College
Tracie Ballock, Duquesne University                       Cathy Wilt, Executive Director, PALCI
Tom Karel, Franklin and Marshall College                  Chris Martire, Senior Program Officer, PALCI
University of California Shared Print (California Digital Library)

http://www.cdlib.org/services/collections/sharedprint/

Update for CRL Print Archives Network
ALA Midwinter 2014

The University of California Libraries have completed a strategic planning effort to guide the development of shared print collections and services in the upcoming years.

The environment for print collections has evolved considerably since the inception of the UC shared print program eight years ago. Shared print encompasses a widening array of collaborative activities and partnerships, policies, toolkits, collection management models and approaches. These efforts have made significant progress toward UC’s vision of a 21st Century Library Collection that is “integrated, shareable and user-centric.”

Several key areas for collaboration at various stages of exploration or implementation that have motivated this planning effort include:

- Hathi Trust’s Distributed Print Monographs Archive
- Mega-regional collaborations around print monographs
- Multi-consortia federal documents digitization and its relationship to cooperative print management
- Regional and network-level collaboration around retrospective print journal holdings (e.g. Western Regional Storage Trust, MedPrint)

As part of UC’s strategic planning for shared print, the Council of University Librarians has endorsed a multi-year plan with the following general goals for shared print:

1. To facilitate the development of more comprehensive and diverse research collections available to UC library users throughout the system through efficient collaborative methods for the prospective acquisition of research resources.
2. To accelerate the development of shared collections to provide substantial opportunities for campuses to avoid costs or to reallocate RLF and campus library space for other uses.
3. To integrate UC Shared Print collections with broader regional, national and international shared collections.
4. To preserve the scholarly printed record, where print remains the archival medium of choice, at the lowest possible unit cost.
5. To ensure UC library users can readily discover and access shared print collections held within UC or by other libraries.
6. To facilitate collaborative, holistic collection planning for physical resources in conjunction with broader collection planning among UC Libraries.
Additional specific goals for monograph collaboration include:

1. To develop and maintain a significant print collection of record to support the UC mission of teaching, research and patient care.
2. To provide robust, efficient access to UC users to the formats (print and electronic) that best support research and teaching.
3. To create an ecosystem of monograph collections and cooperative partnerships within which users can readily access shared, retained print monographs, and library staff can make local collection management decisions in a UC systemwide, regional or network-level context.

The scope of collaboration for future projects includes:

- Collaboration among UC Libraries (consortium)
- Collaboration within the State of California and Western Region of the United States (state and regional)
- Collaboration among networks of libraries and consortia (network-level), such as the HathiTrust Distributed Print Monographs Archive and other regional shared print programs

Two teams, a Shared Print Strategy and Shared Print Operations Team, have been formed within the UC Libraries advisory structure to advance UC Libraries goals. They will pursue two strategies and define success indicators to ensure an appropriate scale and scope of effort:

- A phased approach to space reclamation through print collaboration, with a focus on journals, monographs and federal documents.
- Cultivating policies and infrastructure to advance print collaboration.

Some of the projects the teams may consider include:

1. Annual print serials archiving campaigns to the Regional Library Facilities including title lists from WEST, JSTOR, IEEE, Federal Documents and others, as identified. The UC Libraries recently ran a very successful journal de-duplication pilot project at one of its facilities and that service may be expanded to attend to other candidate title lists.
2. Develop a shared print in place monographs program including collection analysis, research into user behaviors and demand for print and digital books throughout the research lifecycle, and experimentation with access and business models for shared (retained) monographs.
3. Coordinating digitization and print retention of federal documents
4. Assessing all existing shared print projects.
5. Revising the “persistence policy” to advance extramural partnerships
6. Assessing implementation of the “Shared Print in Place” policies
7. Disclosing UC Shared Print collections in union catalogs (OCLC, PAPR) using the OCLC Shared Print Metadata Guidelines
8. Exploring discovery, display and delivery options for UC Shared Print collections as print collections are reduced in the California mega-regions.
The Western Regional Storage Trust (WEST) has entered into its second three-year implementation phase with the support of the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. Between 2013 and 2016, WEST libraries will undertake two more archiving cycles, conduct strategic planning and assessment and develop additional systems capabilities to improve archiving.

WEST’s archiving status to date and planned future archiving:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>Journal Families</th>
<th>Volumes</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cycle 1 (2011-2012)</td>
<td>4,300</td>
<td>160,000 (38,000 validated Silver/Gold)</td>
<td>Complete, disclosed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle 2 (2012-2013)</td>
<td>2,753</td>
<td>94,500 (48,000 validated Silver/Gold)</td>
<td>Complete, disclosed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle 3 (2013-2014)</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>94,000 (54,000 validated Silver/Gold)</td>
<td>In process, committed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle 4 (2013-2015)</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>60,000 validated Silver/Gold, additional Bronze</td>
<td>Planned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle 5 (2014-2016)</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>60,000 validated Silver/Gold, additional Bronze</td>
<td>Planned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>15,000+</td>
<td>468,500 volumes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the upcoming months, WEST will conduct strategic planning to make programmatic changes and identify potential new services for subsequent years. A key objective will be to reach sustainability as a fully member-supported program in 2016. Strategic planning will involve a combination of in person meetings of WEST’s governance committees and webinars with WEST members. To support this planning, WEST will conduct two assessments to evaluate the WEST program and collections. The assessments will inform any future changes to the program.

During this next phase, WEST will also develop some additional systems capabilities to improve archiving. Capabilities under consideration include support for a title nominations process, a Needs and Offers tool to fill gaps in archives and a collection analysis dashboard to facilitate title commitments and unmediated use of reports by WEST members and analysts.

WEST is also exploring models and requirements for incorporating other print archives’ retention commitments into its decision-making. A collections working group is developing criteria for when to duplicate or avoid duplication in print archives. The group may develop recommendations for coordination among print archives at the programmatic level and in collection analysis decision-support reports produced by the PAPR collection analysis system.

Website: http://www.cdlib.org/west
PAPR registry: papr.crl.edu
Contacts: Emily Stambaugh emily.stambaugh@ucop.edu
Lizanne Payne lizannepayne03@gmail.com
Danielle Watters Westbrook danielle.westbrook@ucop.edu
Update on WRLC’s Shared Print Archive for the January 2014 PAN meeting

Bruce Hulse
January 23, 2014

The Washington Research Library Consortium (WRLC) was established as a non-profit corporation in 1987 to support and enhance the library and information services of universities in the Washington, DC metropolitan area. Currently, our partner universities are:

- American University
- The Catholic University of America
- Gallaudet University
- George Mason University
- The George Washington University
- Georgetown University
- Howard University
- Marymount University
- The University of the District of Columbia

The WRLC enables the success of learning and scholarship by creating coordinated collections, creating a robust infrastructure for discovery and access, ensuring the long-term preservation of physical and digital information resources and sharing expertise.

**WRLC Shared Collections Facility**

The WRLC operates a 24,000 square foot shared collections facility (some people might think of it as a storage facility) on behalf of our partner universities. We completed construction of a second module in fall 2010 and now house 2 million bound volumes and 44,000 archival boxes.

Our Board of Directors has approved construction of a third module, intended to meet our members need through 2020. We expect to break ground next month on an expansion which will add 13,500 square feet to the facility, providing space for approximately 2 million additional volumes. This will bring our overall capacity to 5 million volumes. We expect to complete construction in December 2014.

**Scholars Trust**

The Association of Southeast Research Libraries (ASERL) and the Washington Research Library Consortium (WRLC) launched their shared print retention initiative, Scholars Trust (www.scholarstrust.org), in January 2013. The project combines the contents of their respective print journal archives under a single retention and access agreement. The combined title list exceeds 8,000 journal titles and more than 300,000 volumes, making this one of the largest print journal archives in the United States. WRLC and ASERL libraries also provide reciprocal priority Inter-Library Loan (ILL) services across the group. WRLC’s current focus is provision of data regarding our
shared holdings via the JRNL database maintained by the University of Florida. We will be hiring a temporary staff member to handle this project.

**Print collection management**

While our agreement with ASERL represents an important step towards effective management of space in our Shared Collections Facility, it is focused on avoiding redundant retention of periodicals. We have long recognized the monographic collection as needing similar consideration, but have struggled with the imprecision inherent in the MARC data supporting that collection. WRLC has been working with Sustainable Collections Services on an analysis of our circulating monograph collection, which should both provide us a better understanding of duplication within the collection and allow us to identify titles within the collection that are not widely held (and presumably candidate for long term retention). We expect to receive initial collection summary reports from SCS next month.